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Abstract
Data-centric AI is a new and exciting research topic in the AI community, but many
organizations already build and maintain various “data-centric” applications whose
goal is to produce high quality data. These range from traditional business data
processing applications (e.g., “how much should we charge each of our customers
this month?”) to production ML systems such as recommendation engines. The
fields of data and ML engineering have arisen in recent years to manage these
applications, and both include many interesting novel tools and processes. In this
paper, we discuss several lessons from data and ML engineering that could be
interesting to apply in data-centric AI, based on our experience building data and
ML platforms that serve thousands of applications at a range of organizations.
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Introduction

Data-centric AI (DCAI) is an exciting new research field that studies the problem of constructing
high-quality datasets for machine learning. Although many of the specific challenges in DCAI are
new, we can also look at DCAI through the lens of data-centric applications in general. Today, a wide
range of important computer applications are “data-centric,” in that their main goal is to produce
high-quality datasets. These range from traditional business applications (e.g., processing usage
records for an electric company to compute how much to charge each customer) to production ML
deployments, where the field of ML engineering [9] and new software such as ML platforms [2,
8, 18] have arisen to reliably process new training data, update models, and monitor performance.
Both data engineering and ML engineering are evolving rapidly, with a wide range of new tools and
processes being adopted that have made data-centric applications easier to build [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 18].
In this paper, we discuss how several lessons from data and ML engineering may apply to data-centric
AI, based on the authors’ experience working on open source and commercial platforms such as
MLflow [18] and TFX [2]. We view “data-centric AI” as the problem of designing data collection,
labeling, and quality monitoring processes for datasets to be used in machine learning. Although
many aspects of DCAI are different from traditional data applications (e.g., figuring out how to
interact with human annotators), others are similar, and some lessons about the challenges in other
data-centric applications may motivate new research in DCAI.
We organize the paper around five lessons we found interesting in production systems:
1. Data and AI applications need to run and train continuously, not just once.
2. Production deployment workflows are often code-centric, not model- or data-centric.
3. Data monitoring must be actionable.
4. End-to-end support for versioning code and data is immensely helpful.
5. Some applications are not allowed to show data to human annotators or developers.
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Data and AI Applications Must be Updated Continuously

Much of the current research discussion around data-centric AI focuses on how to create a highquality dataset for a particular ML problem once. For instance, a research team may carefully collect
diverse training images, define classes, select an annotation strategy (and a way of combining labels
from multiple annotators), label and evaluate data to create a high-quality, ImageNet-like dataset
for their domain: diagnosing patients from CAT scans, identifying defects in an assembly line, etc.
While this type of effort is definitely valuable, we observed that for most production AI and data
applications, the datasets and models need to be updated continuously, and these continuous updates
are the most challenging aspect for development teams. For example, the CAT-based diagnostic tool
may need new data and retraining every month because new CAT machines have been deployed at
hospitals, or the existing machines received a software update, or errors were found with the previous
model; the assembly line monitor may need to support a new product being assembled, or changes in
the materials or sensors used; etc. Even applications that seem to target a “static” problem often need
to be updated due to changes in the way the data is gathered (e.g., new CAT software even though
the underlying medical conditions are the same) or changing problem definitions (e.g., identifying
more diseases). Applications that target more dynamic problems, such as blocking illegal content on
a social network or fraud detection, may need to be updated hourly or even faster.
This continuous execution model significantly changes the problems that DCAI needs to consider.
Instead of selecting a diverse training dataset once, real-world users probably need a tool that
will automatically create new datasets each day. Instead of defining classes once, users may want
algorithms that can handle an evolving taxonomy and use old data for some classes together with
newer data for others. The same is true for labeling: DCAI tools should ideally be prepared to handle
changes in label data stemming from changes to the annotation UI, the pool of annotators, or the
problem definition. Within current DCAI research, some approaches, such as weak supervision via
labeling functions [15], are well-poised to handle changes in the task definition (one can simply
run new labeling functions over old data), while many approaches relying on annotators are not. In
addition, continuous execution significantly changes human developers’ workflows. For example,
while ML researchers may be able to review a few training examples and metrics manually when
building their “ImageNet” dataset once, they probably do not want to do this every day, so the
continuous data collection, label requisition and retraining process likely needs to be fully automated,
with automated alerts when things appear to be going wrong. In our experience, most production ML
and data engineering teams fully automate their workflows and monitor them through alerts in this
manner using the many tools in this space [2, 6, 18], even for highly critical applications. Doing this
for the various phases of data-centric AI is an interesting challenge.
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Production Deployment Workflows are Often Code-Centric

One possibly surprising fact we learned from many teams who deploy ML is that the training code,
and not the model, defines the boundary between experimentation and production. Specifically, a
typical viewpoint of ML encompasses three major artifacts: the input dataset, the training code,
and the resulting trained model. The latter is a central artifact, since it represents the final result of
the ML process and can also define the boundary between experimentation and production: during
experimentation, a data scientist iteratively develops a high-quality model, then she hands it off to an
ML engineer who is only responsible for deploying it in production.
Many production teams eschew this viewpoint and instead consider the training code as the major
artifact at the boundary between experimentation and production. Much in the same way that a
software engineer will compile the code of a program against a specific build environment and then
run the resulting binary, ML engineers want to “compile” the training code against a ML build
environment that includes both code and data dependencies, and then run the resulting model in
production. This approach is partly due to the continuous execution challenge we discussed earlier
(the ML engineer will need to retrain the model periodically with new data), but also due to the
need for reproducibility, testability, and ensuring that the model is compatible with production
parameters that are outside the data scientist’s control. To illustrate incompatibilities that can arise
between experimentation and production and can be caught through this “compilation” process, the
data scientist may try to use features not yet available in the serving environment, or use training
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operations that are not yet supported in the serving stack. Blindly deploying a model to production
can create many hard-to-diagnose problems at runtime.
This notion of code-centric ML deployment creates intriguing challenges for data-centric AI. First,
human annotation is often significantly more expensive than model training, so it seems untenable to
require separate “development” and “production” annotation processes. Teams will probably instead
require ways to iterate on experimental and production annotation code separately while reusing
labels when possible. This requires careful tracking of which version of the UI was used to produce
each annotation, and perhaps special care to not show the same examples to the same annotators
in different UIs. Second, much like conventional production systems, the “build environment” for
an ML application evolves over time to include new dependencies, which in this case correspond
to new datasets or existing datasets with changed semantics. An example of the latter is changing
the set of classes labelers can provide. These operations are common and are already facilitated by
infrastructure such as Feature Stores. Note that each data evolution essentially results in a new version
of the build environment, without necessarily replacing or deprecating previous versions. In other
words, we end up with multiple build environments (each with its own data and system dependencies)
that co-exist in the same production system. Furthermore, within each environment, there may
be continuous or periodic updates to its datasets — for example, we may still want to annotate
data using an old version of the annotation UI while testing a new one that produces annotations
in a different format. Overall, we are no longer talking about a single dataset that is used for ML
(which corresponds to the typical dataset-code-model view of ML), but about a “multiverse” of
datasets, where each universe corresponds to the evolving datasets of a specific version of the build
environment. Enabling these many versions of an ML application to share annotations and labeling
resources efficiently and correctly is an interesting problem.
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Data Monitoring Must Be Actionable

Given the dynamicity of the ML applications, production teams rely heavily on data monitoring to
track changes in new training data, serving data, and production models’ outputs. For instance, we
may want to verify that there are not too many missing values in the data, or that feature values come
from predefined domains. We may also monitor the fit of the data for specific ML tasks, e.g., whether
the training data provides enough coverage for existing labels. It is worth noting that one of the most
effective monitoring tools in practice is simply the data schema: providing an expected structure for
the data, including ranges for each field, gives users easy-to-understand messages when data is out of
range and an easy way to change the accepted schema. This approach is standard in databases and
increasingly adopted for ML [3, 6, 16].
We observed that one critical factor in the success of monitoring tools is whether their outputs are
actionable: that is, can users quickly diagnose the problem that caused an alert, or reconfigure the
monitoring system to prevent false alarms if the alert was erroneous. Without actionable outputs,
engineers will often silence and ignore the alerts, thus essentially turning off data monitoring [3].
One approach is to focus on alerts that are informative. For example, consider two versions of a
distribution-shift alert: “KL divergence between serving and training data has exceed pre-specified
threshold x” vs “the genre feature seems to have shifted in distribution, with horror being the most
frequent value (was: comedy)”. The second alert is more specific and informative, even if it less
powerful in terms of capturing more general shifts. Another approach is to tie data monitoring to the
semantics of downstream training, so that it becomes possible to triage errors and alerts based on
their expected effect on model quality. For instance, if data monitoring is aware of the data-to-models
lineage and associated metrics of feature importance, then the previous example alert on distribution
shift can also mention whether “genre” is an important feature. At the extreme, the monitoring system
can suppress alerts for unimportant features. Overall, DCAI tools should also aim for actionable
outputs when designing methods to manage data quality.
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Platforms Should Support End-to-End Versioning

Apart from actionable data monitoring, the biggest trend we have seen in data engineering and ML
platforms recently is end-to-end support for versioning data, code, and derived artifacts such as ML
models. Versioning code is already a software engineering best practice, but today, data management
systems ranging from SQL data warehouses to file-oriented data lakes have also added support for
3

versioning: each time users update data, the system retains copies of the old data, and makes it easy
to roll back to them [1, 5, 11]. For machine learning specifically, platforms such as MLflow, DVC,
Michelangelo and TFX also support versioning models and tracking the data versions they used [2, 5,
8, 18]. Many of these systems also support cheap copy-on-write “branching” from an old version of a
dataset if a user wants to explore changes based on that version. In our experience, users uniformly
appreciate these versioning features and use them to debug, test, and improve their workflows.
Within data-centric AI, first-class support for versioning would mean that DCAI systems need to
track multiple versions of the UIs and tasks shown to human annotators, track which version each
response came from, and reason about how to combine different datasets and annotations. It may
help to build DCAI systems on top of existing versioned data stores, but the DCAI systems will
likely also need to take special care in how they send tasks to annotators if they wish to avoid giving
the same annotator multiple versions of the same task. Implementing DCAI workflows on top of
versioned code, data and model management systems may also greatly improve reproducibility and
help downstream users establish trust in datasets.
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Some Applications are Not Allowed to Show Data to Humans

Another common viewpoint in research is that the ML engineers and human annotators have access
to the training data and inference data of a model. After all, it is standard to examine the training data
in order to develop better models or to inspect the inference data in order to debug issues.
Again, there are important production ML settings that break this assumption. For example, consider
a model that auto-completes text in a messaging application. Any access to the training or inference
data can leak sensitive information about individuals, and so production teams opt to lock down
access only to principals corresponding to production jobs (for training and inference) and to disallow
any access from human operators. Another example is models deployed on customers’ private
infrastructure, e.g., a camera system in a secure facility that never sends data back to the ML vendor.
This setting poses several challenges, since humans need to understand and somehow annotate
the underlying data in order to develop effective training methods or debug issues with quality.
Thankfully, techniques from data engineering can provide some relief here as well. For ML model
designers, one common approach is to allow access on highly aggregated data views so that the
human operator can understand the “shape” of the data without inspecting individual data points.
Differentially-private query processing techniques [13, 19] are also promising here, as they allow data
scientists some freedom to explore the data, while bounding the risk of leaking sensitive information.
These approaches can help designers create programmatic weak supervision rules to help label the
data, check how much of the dataset is covered by them, evaluate their model’s quality on slices, or
even generate model cards [14]. Another approach, which is useful for leveraging human annotators,
is to “simulate” the data, i.e., to generate a proxy synthetic dataset that the human operator can use
in order to optimize training parameters or to debug model problems [7, 12, 17]. A third approach,
analogous to unit testing, is to manually prepare a small training dataset that covers common scenarios,
but this can be challenging in continuously changing domains, such as an auto-complete function that
keeps up with the latest celebrity names and song titles.
Teams may also opt for a different approach where some data access is permitted for specific reasons
(e.g., to debug model errors in production if a customer gives the team permission), but all such
accesses are logged (ideally in an automated fashion) for the purpose of auditing. This approach raises
ML challenges about how to combine the small amounts of operator-visible data with other forms of
supervision and model evaluation to produce a model that reliably fixes the reported problem.
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Conclusion

Data-centric AI tackles the key problem of improving data quality to improve ML, but making
DCAI effective in production applications may require solving new challenges. In our experience,
production data and ML applications need to be updated continuously to handle changing conditions,
without having their designers in the loop; they often need to fit into a software engineering process
that centers around code; and they may even need to run without ever showing production data to
humans. Fortunately, there are also ideas from data and ML engineering, such as end-to-end version
tracking and actionable monitoring, that could be extended to help DCAI tackle these problems.
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